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• You should be alone and keep your camera switched on during the exam.

• Part B of the exam takes 90 minutes. You can get at most 30 points. The number of points you can
get for an exercise thus gives you a hint about how much time you should spend on that exercise.

• Write legibly and be concise. It is in your best interest that we understand your answers. You
will be graded not only on the correctness of your answer, but also on the clarity with which you
express it.

• When finished, the solution should be uploaded back in TUWEL in the form of a pdf as well. You
can use dedicated apps (e.g., MS Office Lens), print and scan, or whichever solution you find more
convenient.

• Notify us in the chat when you have uploaded your exam to TUWEL before leaving the zoom
call.

• Good luck!
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Problem 1: Linkability of addresses in a coin exchange (10 points)
Assume that you are an adversary that has the following knowledge. Alice is a user that owns an
unknown number of bitcoins, whereas Bob is a user that owns un unknown number of litecoins. Addi-
tionally, you know that Alice and Bob want to perform a coin exchange, that is, Alice wants to get 1
litecoin and Bob wants to get 1 bitcoin. For that, they have performed an on-chain coin exchange that
resulted in two transactions shown below.

Here, we denote by Ab
i the i-th Bitcoin address and by Al

i the i-th Litecoin address. For simplicity,
we denote by Sig(Ab

i ) the signature of the complete Bitcoin transaction using the i-th Bitcoin address.
Similarly, we denote by Sig(Al

i) the signature of the complete Litecoin transaction using the i-th Litecoin
address.

Bitcoin blockchain
In Out

Ab
1 : 10 Ab

2 : 1
Ab

3 : 9
Sig(Ab

1)

Litecoin blockchain
In Out

Al
1 : 25 Al

2 : 1
Al

3 : 24
Sig(Al

1)

Exercise Assume that you are an adversary that wants to link addresses that belong to Alice and
addresses that belong to Bob. What information can you derive from the information provided in the
problem statement as well as the blockchain transactions above?

Check all answers that you consider correct. You will get points only if you mark a correct answer and
correctly argument your choice. Moreover, you will get penalized for incorrect answers. In particular,
for each incorrect answer, we will deduct one correct answer.
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2 Ab
1 and Ab
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1 and Ab

2 belong to Bob
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1 and Ab

3 belong to Bob
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2 belong to Alice
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Problem 2: Payment channels with smart contracts (20 points)
In the lecture, we presented Payment channels as a way to tackle the scalability problem of cryptocur-
rencies. With them, two users Alice and Bob can conduct arbirtarily many transactions, while only
burdening the blockchain with the open and close transaction. Two problems that payment channel
constructions need to overcome are:

DOS attack: A party can lock up the funds of the other party by stopping to communicate.
Channel unrolling: A malicious party can publish an older state of the channel, which is more finan-
cially advantageous.

Payment channels in UTXO-based cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are achieved as follows. In a nutshell,
two users Alice and Bob lock some money in a multisig output, and then repeatedly exchange offchain
transactions redistributing this balance in what is called the state of the channel. To allow both of them
to close the channel, they use asymmetric transactions that are presigned by the other party. To prevent
someone publishing an old state, a punishment mechanism is employed. Whenever A and B perform
a payment, they share a revocation secret of the previous state. With this secret, an honest party can
punish a misbehaving party that publishes an old state, and take all the balance of the channel. For
some use-cases, it might be preferable to prevent channel unrolling not with punishment, but to really
enforce the latest state on-chain.

In this problem, assume that we have a cryptocurrency called ExamCoin, which features an account-
based model similar to Ethereum (i.e., a variable in the contract is used to store the current balance) and
Turing-complete smart contracts written in pseudocode. With Turing-complete smart contracts, it
is possible to prevent channel unrolling not with punishment, but rather enforce the latest state
on the blockchain. Your job is to come up with a construction for Payment channels in ExamCoin, which
does not rely on punishment, but allows users to enforce the latest state, by solving the following tasks.

Exercise (20 points)

• Formalize your construction with pseudocode. You can use the provided pseudocode skeleton and
the macros below.

• Give a high level explanation of your pseudocode, what your intuition behind it is, and how the
construction handles opening/updating/closing.

• How can honest users enforce the latest state (and therefore be sure, that they are not cheated out
of their funds)?

Hint: Note again, that only the opening and the closing (and resolving disputes) should happen on-
chain, updating should happen off-chain. You can ignore gas and any other fees. For simplicity, you can
assume (if you want) that the channel is only funded by one of the parties (e.g., always by A). Also,
you can assume that honest parties watch the blockchain and see, if the other party publishes a closing
transaction (i.e., a call to the contract). We say that honest parties need at least 100 blocks time to
react. You can use the following variables/functions in your contract:

|| denotes string concatenation
Id: Class used to refer to an identity of a user/contract.
id.send(amount): Send amount coins from the contract to an Id id, if there is enough balance. E.g.,
A.send(10)
msg.sender: Whenever a function of the contract is called, you can use msg.sender to refer to the
user/contract that called the function. E.g., Id caller = msg.sender
msg.value: Whenever a payable function of the contract is called, you can use msg.value to refer to the
coins that are passed to the function. The money is automatically stored in the contract.
this.balance: Stores the current total balance of the contract.
block.number: Holds the current block number, i.e., of the block that holds the transaction calling the
function. Compare two block numbers to compute a time of some blocks.
checkSig(x, sigX, msg): Returns true, iff sigX is a valid signature of identity x for message msg.
createSig(x, msg): Identity x can create a signature of message msg by calling this function.
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If you want, you can use the following skeleton for your contract or create your own on a new page.
In case you do not have a printer, copy down the skeleton on a piece of paper. (We take this into con-
sideration for the hand-in time.) You can use the (OOP-style) syntax of your choosing, just make sure
it is understandable/readable for us.

contract PaymentChannel {
// Space for variables

/* Initializes contract (i.e., opens channel)
Put any parameters to be passed to this constructor in inside the parenthesis ()
The keyword payable means that money can be passed to the contract on creation */

function PaymentChannel(___________________________________________________) payable {

}

/* Space for other function(s) to handle closing , disputes. Feel free to continue on
the next page.*/

}
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